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SOME PROPERTIES OF BASES IN NORMED LINEAR SPACES
The methods of finding solutions of linear differential equations or systems of such equations given in the form of functional non-orthogonal series were considered in the article [1] .
The following investigations show that it is worth introducing a notion of essentially linearly independent sequences (ELI). The main aim of this article is to give a short theory of such sequences in a normed vector space. Moreover, we shall investigate certain connections of this notion with those of a basis and a linear dense sequence of the given space.
Below we present a preliminary result of our investigation of the notion of an essentialy linearly independent sequence (ELI).
Let <P, || b6 a real normed vector space and H = (h_) ., " an arbitrary linearly independent sequenn n= i, c. f • • . ce of elements of P. The symbol Hn will denote the finite sequence (h1,h2,...,hn).
If B is an arbitrary subset of the vector space, then B L will denot e the set of all finite linear combinations of elements from the set B with real coefficients i.e. linear subspace spanned by B. Let U3 consider the set H^ for every positive integer n. The elements of this set we shall call H-polynomials in the space P. Of course H^cp. Assume moreover that Clearly, H^ is an n-dimensional vector apace and H L is an infinite dimensional subspace of the space P. One can easily see that || • || > is a closed_subspace of P for every n = 1,2,... . The subspace <H L , ||»||>is also a closed linear subspace of the normed space P.
Let U u denote the aet of sums of all convergent series of the form oo (1.2) ^ W h k e H » a k e E for k = 1,2,... k=1
We can see at once that (Ujj» || •||)> is a normed linear subspace of P.
We have the following relations
Hn c H c H L c Uh cH L c P, n = 1,2,...
Remark .
The symbols H and H n will denote adequate sequences as well as the sets of their elements, which does not leads in generality to misunderstanding.
The sequence H c P will be called essentially linearly independent (abbreviated ELI) if every element <f e U H has a unique re presentati on form (1.2). In the other case the sequence H will be called essentially linearly dependent (ELD). Clearly, the functions (*) a , transforming every element if e P into its H-analytic part and H-nonanalytic part are linear operators in P with ranges UH and UH respectively.
The sequence H = (h") ., " of elements of a normed linear space P will be called linearly dense in this space if H L = P. If UH = P, then the sequence H will be called a pseudobasis of the space P. If a pseudobasis H is an ELI sequence, then it will be called a basis in P.
Thus, if H is a pseudobasis in P, then every element can be represented in the form (1.2), where the sequence H need not be linearly independent and the representation (1.2) need not be a unique one. However if H is a basis in P then every element cp e P has a unique representation (1.2) (and conversely). Clearly, it suffices to prove that is continuous.
Assume that H is a basis in Then for any y e H^ we have (<^>)® = 0. Hence we infer that the operator (.)° is constant in H L , so is continuous. Conversely, assume that («)° is continuous in H* 1 . Let f be any element of H l and (<f>Q) is a sequence of the space UH, which is convergent to <p . Then we have:
(<pn>° = 0 for n = 1,2,..., lim (<pn)° = 0 = (cp)°, thus we get (<j>)° = 0 for any (pe?
In what follows we shall apply the following theorem well-known in functional analysis. Theorem 1.6. There exists a linearly dense sequence in a normed linear space P if and only if P is a separable space.
The next theorem is obvious.
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If H is a basis in a normed vector space P, then H is ELI and linearly dense in P.
However not every SLI sequence which is linearly dense in P forms a basis in P. For example taking = x n we infer that the sequence H = (h")_ ,, 0 is ELI and lin n=u,i , ¿ ,.
•. nearly dense in the space C(0,1), but it is not a basis in C(0,1) for the function |x -(. U H . To characterize bases in a normed vector space P we shall introduce the following definition.
The ELI sequence H of elements of a normed space P is called maximal in P if for every xeP the sequence (x,h.j,h2,• • •) is essentially linearly dependent (ELD). Theorem 1.8.
The sequence H = (h_)_ 0 n n= 1, c. , . . . is a basis in the space P if and only if it is ELI and maximal in P.
Proof. If H is a basis in P, then it is ELI, of course, and every element xeP is a sum of a series of oo the form Xj ^h.. According to Theorem 1.2 H is mak=1 k k ximal in P. Assume now that H = (h^,h 2 ,...) is ELI and maximal in P. If it does not form a basis in P, then there are possible two cases: there exists xeP which is not oo representable in the form S aJii, there exists an elek=1 ^K ment xeP which has two different representations oo oo
where a^ ¿ b^ for some positive integer j.
In the first case the sequence (x,h 1 ,h 2 ,...), according to Theorem 1.2, is ELI, which means that H is not maximal. The second case gives a condition to the assumption that H is ELI.
Thus H is basis in P.
The pseudobasis (basis) H = (h_)_ .. 0 in the space n n= 1 , c. , . . . is called reduced if
The proofs of the following lemmas are obvious. Lemma 1.1. If c^c^»».. is an arbitrary sequence of numbers different from 0 and H = (h")__ 1 " is a A n n-i,... pseudobasis (basis), then the sequence H = (c_h_)__ 1 0 := A n n n-i , c. , . . .
is a pseudoban n-i ,d,•. sis (basis) in P, then the sequence H = n n-1,d,. . . where
is a reduced pseudobasis (basis) in P. Theorem 1.9. In every normed separable space P there exists a reduced pseudobasis.
Proof. Let (h")"_ 1 _ be a countable and denxi n-i y c., . . . se set in F. Assume that h^ = 0 and H = (h 0 h.p...).
Since H is also a countable and dense set in P, then for every element tp e P there exists a sequence of positive integers i 1 ,i 2 ,... such that / (1.10) lim h. = q>. n-»-oo n Let us notice that if <p e H then we can assume that i 1 < i 2 <... In fact, if (i ) were not strictly increasing, then, as a sequence tending to oo, it would contain a monotone subsequence (i^) which tends to oo . Then in view of (1.10) we infer that f = lim h ± . So we can assume that n *-oo n (i n ) is strictly increasing. Assume first that tp ^ H. For every n we have (assuming i 0 = 0) 
We can easily prove that the sequence (d^) defined by (1.17) is strictly increasing with (i k ). In view of (1.13), (1.15), (1.16) and (1.17) we obtain now 
k=1
A This proves that the sequence (\)k=1 2 is a pseudobasis in P. To obtain a reduced pseudobasis it is sufficient to apply Lemma 1.2.
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Let <P, ||»||> be a normed vector space and H = (h ) , " ll XI -I a sequence in the space P. a ^ We shall say that an ELI sequence H = (h") _., 0 is n n-i}i}••* essentially linearly independent extension of the sequence H if H is subsequence of H. The extension H of H is
Example. Let P be the space C(0,1) of real and bounded functions on the interval (0,1) and h := x n I (n = 0,1,2,...), then H is the space of continuous functions on (0,1). If we shall assume H = (f,1,x,x ,...), where f is any continuous functiom, not developable in a power serieis on (0,1), we obtain the extension of Hf which is not essential. We shall get an essential extension if f is a bounded and discontinuous function on (0,1).
There is a fundamental questions can we extend every ELI sequence in P to a basis in P? As it follows from Theorem 1.6 an ELI sequence can be extended to a basis in P only if P is a separable space. The above condition is not sufficient, as the following theorem shows. Theorem 2.1. Let H be an ELI sequence of the Banach space F. There exists a basis H in the space H , which is an extension of the sequence H, if and only if
We shall apply the well known Banach theorem that dual functionals to elements of a basis in Banach space are continuous.
Assume that H is the extension of the sequence H and H_ is a basis in H 1 . Since H L c? and P is complete, H l is Banach space. Let N1 = (nv)._1 9 and N? = It follows from Theorem 2.1 that if H is not a basis in H L cp and P is a 3anach space, then H cannot be eixtended to a basis in H L . In particular, if H = (x n )_ ., 0 , y" n-1 ,£!,.. . xe(0,1), then H-" is Banach space. It ie well known that H is not a basis in C(0;1). Prom Theorem 2.1 it follows that we cannot extend the sequence H to a basis in C(0,1).
Of course, if H is ELI in a vector space P_ and UH i H l , then there exists an element hQ in H^ -Ujj such The theorem is obvious if dim W <00, thus 1 we can assume that dim W = 00 . If H is a basis in P, then, and denote by ir, tf the characteristic functions of sets of odd and even numbers respectively. We get
Hence, in view of the (2.3) and (2.4), we see that each element <p of the space P is the sum
k=1 k=1 a so that <peU£. It is obvious that H is an extension of H and, if W £ {o}, H an essential extension of H.
Let H = (h Q ) be an arbitrary sequence of the space P. If H' is a subsequence of the sequence H, then we shall write: H'e H. The subsequence of the sequence H, which is obtained by omission of the elements of the sequence H' will be denoted by H © H'.
The sequence II of the elements of the space P will be called unconditionally essentially linearly independent (in abbreoc viation: UELI) if H is ELI and every series n=1 is convergent, is unconditionally convergent.
We can see immediately that if H is UELI and H'e H, then H' is UELI. Moreover we can easily prove that if H = (h Q ) is UELI and {(¡.pCg»..*} c IR -{o}» then the sequence (c n h n ) is UELI. oo , . n Indeed, the series ' ' is uniformly convergent on A n=1 n x and is not unconditionaly convergent, since the series oo Zj is divergent on A, so H is ELI in M(A) and H is n=1 (2n) not UELI.
We shall say, that UH, is a face of UH, if H'£ H and H is ELI. Now we can prove the following theorem. Theorem 2.3. Let H = (h") . " be an ELI n n= i, c., . . • sequence in a Banach space P. The sequenoe H is UELI in P if and only if for every face U£ of the system H there exists a face Ug' , which is complementary to U£ in Ujj. Proof. Let H e H. We shall show that UH q g is complementary to U£ in U^. Really, H is a basis in UH, therefore any element yeUjj can be written down in the unique form 00 (2.5)
Let ^^ a k il k and a k* 1 k deno " fce series obtained H H ©H from (2.5) by omission of the elements belonging to H 9 H A and H, respectively. Prom the assumption that H is UELI and the completeness of the space P we infer that these series It follows from the example 4° that there exists a linear space Uy which a complementary space to some face £ H) cannot be a face of the system H.
We shall introduce the following definition. Let H = A = (JO» i o a n <3 H = (h")" . " be ELI sequences of n n-i j c. | • . . n n-i, ¿ y .
• . the normed vector space P. Then the sequenoe H is called finer than H if Ujj^Ug. In this case we shall write H£H or H ^H.
In case U^d^ and UH 4 Ug we say that the sequence H is essentially finer than H and we write: H>H.
A A
The sequences H and H we call equivalent if H^H and H §H and we writes H « H.
Let Xp denote the set of all ELI sequences of the space P.
It is easy to see that the relation "g" is an equivalent relation in Xj, and the relation is a partial order in the set P. Of course, H>H if and only if H £ H and it is not true that H«H. If H = (h^ ,h2,...), H = (h^hg,...) and h^ 4 UH, h1 i Ujj, then H and H are not comparable in a sense of the relation "i", so that this relation does not order Xp linearly. There was shown that although functions f..(x) = e*, f(x) = 1, g(x) = e 2x belong to the space U where ^H = (e 111 )^ 1 2 , there are solutions of the equation (2.10), which do not belong to U Namely, all .H -analytic solutions of (2.10) 4 have the form 1^ We treat all functions here as elements of the normed vector space of bounded functions defined on a set A. On the other hand, the functions f0,f1,g are H-analytic on ]R , where ..H = (x n )" ,, .. " , x € IR and it is well known, I n=u that every solution of the equation (2.10) is also ^-analytic. From above it follows, that it is worth finding an ELI sequence H = (h_)_ n . n of bounded functions, which fulfils the n n-u,£:,.«. following conditions (2.13) For arbitrary linear equation of the form (2.11), if fQ,f1,...,fn_1,g are H-analytic, then all solutions of (2.11) are H-analytic.
There is also an interesting question: does there exist ELI sequence H having property (2.13) and such that: (2.14) For every ELI sequence H having property (2.13) it is not true, that H< H (i.e. H{H)
Krom the well known Cauchy theorem we get immediately Theorem 2.5. If A is an interval and the sequence ..H = (x 11 ) ,, 1 o is defined on A, then 1H has pro-I n=ui perty (2.13). Since ^H is ELI, Theorem 2.5 solves the first of the above problems. To find a sequenoe H, which fulfils conditions (2.13) and (2.14) simultaneously, is more difficult, because we do not know whether the sequence ^H fulfils the condition (2.14).
From the definition of the relation it follows that if ELI sequence H fulfils the condition (2.13) and H£ H, then H also fulfils (2.13). Theorem 2.5 implies, that every sequence H £^H of functions determined on the domain A has the property (2.13).
The differential equation (2.10) shows that if there exists a sequenoe H having the properties (2.13) and (2.14), then HKH, and H>,H.
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